B. Gradient calculations
This subsection provides the gradient of @ . The details of the derivations for calculating this gradient are given in APPENDIX A. Therefore, for understanding and completeness, this part focuses on the key points of the gradient calculation.
As is a complex sequence with a predefined envelope, the gradient can be written as the derivative of the sidelobe energy @ with respect to its phase: H@ HI J only.
But using the chain rule, it can be observed that the derivative with respect to the phase of can be done by calculating the derivatives with respect to the real and imaginary parts of : 
Then it can be shown (APPENDIX A) that the partial derivatives with respect to N K and LM K are given by the equations (7) and (8):
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Putting (7) and (8) into the chain rule equation (4) gives the equation (9).
, the equation (9) becomes:
10)
where h # i j , G . & ) the reverse of h, and f k is the Hadamard product of and k.
Then, by setting: m .TFLMn f l o (13) Finally the gradient can be expressed as a sum of correlation products that can be efficiently computed using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). If we denote by p q the discrete Fourier Transform operation, it has been shown by Bracewell in [5] that a correlation in the time domain corresponds to product in the frequency domain. And according to our definition of the convolution (1), it can be derived that the convolution of two sequences h and r is equivalent to:
So that gives a computation of m in s jt7uj operations.
The algorithm follows naturally from the above discussion and it is summarized in Algorithm 1(see below) Algorithm 1 : The gradient algorithm for minimizing the matched filtering response in presence of a Doppler
Step 0 : Randomly initialize the phase of the sequence Define the area of interest D ) and (Doppler)
Step 1 : Gradient calculation: Determination of _ and # for calculating m vw v x " K .
Step 2 : Determination of the descent step y and update of :
Step 3 : Go to Step 1 until convergence
III. GRADIENT METHOD FOR OPTIMIZING A SET OF DOPPLER EFFECTS ON THE AMBIGUITY FUNCTION

A. Notations and Purpose
In this section the gradient of the discrete ambiguity function sidelobe energy for a complex sequence is derived. This gradient is presented as an extension of the previous section for a set of Doppler.
If we call ƒ the set of Doppler frequency to optimize such that: ƒ R : ; 12 45617819Q : " 7<=56>1?5 (15) Then, the energy term from which we calculate the gradient can be expressed as the sum of the partial energy for each Doppler in the set ƒ:
where we recall that:
And D )Q are the coefficients that allow controlling the shape of the correlation sidelobes for each Doppler in the set ƒ.
B. Gradient Calculations
According to the above discussion, it is obvious from (13) 
Similarly to the previous section, the gradient consists on a sum of correlation products that can be efficiently computed using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) [4] .
So the computation of m can be done in s j… † ‡j operations.
The algorithm follows naturally from the above discussion and it is summarized in Algorithm 2.
IV. APPLICATIONS
This section provides some applications of those algorithms such as:
-The design of a complex sequence for optimizing the matched filter response in presence of Doppler in the periodic and aperiodic case.
-And the design of a complex sequence for optimizing the ambiguity function in the periodic and aperiodic case.
A. Optimizing both the response of the matched filter in presence of a Doppler and the autocorrelation of a complex sequence in the aperiodic and the periodic case
The following examples show the sidelobes rejection that can be obtained by an iterative application of (20) in Algorithm 2.
A random complex sequence is generated as a starting point for the algorithm and then a gradient descent is done by simply adjusting the descent step y during the process. The global gradient is calculated once in each iteration. This gradient corresponds to the sum on : ƒ of the partial gradient of @ . Therefore a number of ˆi%‰ ƒ partial gradients are calculated within the global gradient. Then the process continues until an exit criterion is met (an upper limit on the number of iterations, or a lower threshold on the minimum improvement acceptable between two successive iterations).
It is relevant to notice that the optimization of the response of the matched filter with a Doppler optimizes also the response of the matched filter with a Doppler Š (because (3)). Therefore it is sufficient to define ƒ such that: ƒ ` R : R : ; E 12 45617819Q : " E 7<=56>1?5 a or such that ƒ is symmetric. As we can see, the algorithm well-improves the PSL in the area of interest. As an example, for a sequence from the Small Set of Kasami, the PSL is about T'"j; that corresponds to .T• ‰• for a sequence of 1024 elements [1] . So even compared to those easily-constructed sequences, our algorithm gives better result.
Moreover, this algorithm is highly faster than the cyclic algorithms introduced by Stoïca and He [3] . This is due to the efficient calculations of the gradient whereas cyclic algorithms are based on a SVD operation on each iteration.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, new gradient methods for optimizing complex sequences' ambiguity functions were derived. We have shown that the gradient for optimizing the matched filtering response in presence of a Doppler is based on simple operations on a small number of correlations. We have also shown that the gradient for optimizing a set of Doppler on the ambiguity function is an extension of the previous one; therefore it is also based on simple correlation operations.
Since the correlation can be performed using Fast Fourier Transforms, the result is that the gradient can be computed with O(Nlog(N)) operations. This important result offers the possibility to optimize quite long sequences with a relatively short time of computation compared to existing methods.
Moreover, these algorithms optimize quite well the PSL in the area of interest using an adequate weighting. Therefore, they can be used for designing sequences for radar applications.
VI. APPENDIX A : ON GRADIENT CALCULATION DETAILS
In this paper we have derived briefly the key points of the gradient calculations. Here, we give more details on those derivations.
As it has been discussed in the previous part, the gradient calculations consist on calculations of the derivative with respect to the real and the imaginary parts of 
